Christo Brooch
An Homage to The Gates
Marge Widmar
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A Variety of Approaches
Three approaches were presented to create the brooch:
(1.) The materials could be
attached (glued, tied, etc.) to
a base of mat board and when
completed, a pin back would
be glued to the back. (2.) The
material could be attached
to the pin back itself, pushing it through the holes or
tying it around the metal. (3.)
The third method was to use
a good-sized safety pin and
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Materials
• the herb saffron (dried stigma) for
origin of the color, presented for
inspiration and clarification
• cut strips of numerous kinds of
fabric in various saffron values
• saffron ribbons of various widths
in silk and satin
• eyelash and other types of yarn
fibers
• threads, floss, thin raffia
• beads
• needle and thread
• sequins
• various shapes and sizes of mat
boards
• pin backs/safety pins
• craft glue
• hot glue gun
• iron (to press fabric, ribbons)
attach the materials around the
metal wire that does not go through
the clothing.
All three approaches were successful and each brooch became
unique wearable art. Some students
invented other approaches for a
base, such as forming wire into a
circle. One student used a matchbox, collaging a diagonal image
of Christo and Jeanne-Claude on
the outside and allowing the little
drawer to open and close.
In the spring, Lorain County
Community College hosts an Academic Fair for children from local
schools. Faculty and staff volunteer
to do special workshops with these
children. Students created Christo
Brooches and were happy with the
experience, wearing their brooches
as they left the classroom.
Marge Widmar is an art educator who
teaches at Lorain County Community
College in Elyria, Ohio. Scarr@Stratos.net
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Students intentionally take advantage of the qualities and characteristics of art media, techniques, and
processes to enhance communication of their experiences and ideas.
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